Identity, beliefs, and emotion can all be unpopular topics. Backlashes against “identity” politics fill both the popular and academic press. It is easy to think of identity as just another roadblock to negotiation. Economists might think of it, as they largely do of emotion, as just another “barrier” to rational settlement. So, too, psychologists often treat beliefs as problems. Popular psychologies, such as neurolinguistic programming, speak often of limiting beliefs, and social psychologists regularly inventory our many mistaken psychological biases. Apart from any more particular criticisms, identity, beliefs, and emotion face skepticism for seeming too soft, either because the concepts themselves are soft or the insights are not particularly useful.

This chapter instead shows that particular identities, beliefs, and emotions affect negotiation in complicated ways, which may be understood through both qualitative and quantitative methods. Some versions of identity, beliefs, and emotion may indeed be dysfunctional and disruptive, but useful versions also exist. The contrast is often between fixed versions of each and flexible versions of each. Our fixed identity—I must do this because this is who I am—can look a lot like just another example of positional bargaining. Indeed, some identities may harden into particularly rigid positions when people equate identity with
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moral commands. In times of conflict, with ourselves or with others, many people have come to ask, “What would Jesus do?” (or “What would Buddha do?”). This may provide a refreshing counterweight to the sometimes amoral practices of negotiation, and it may at other times exaggerate conflict: “I must do this because this is who I am; if I act differently, I am not merely losing a negotiation, I am betraying myself.” And when the identity is linked to a group, then one is betraying one’s family, one’s nation, one’s religion, and so on.

One may view emotions as fixed: a person is not being difficult, he or she is a difficult person; not sad but depressed; not annoyed but a rageaholic. So, too, beliefs may become a part of one’s identity: Are you prochoice or are you prolife? rather than What restrictions do you think make sense on reproduction?

A competing notion views identity, emotions, and beliefs not as fixed but rather as a set of forces, sometimes competing and sometimes complementary. According to this view, we do not identify solely by religion or by family but by religion, family, friendship, profession, and many other sources. This chapter reveals the dichotomy of those competing notions. At times my voice is the objective researcher, as you may read in your own capacity. I shift language to invite you to experience, too, your role as an individual negotiating, mediating, and otherwise living in this world.

To illustrate, consider two scenes:

Scene One: Carrie Menkel-Meadow, a contributor to this and many volumes on dispute resolution, gets a call from a colleague on her law faculty. The colleague says someone has a problem, and the colleague thinks that Carrie would want to help. “Why me?” Carrie asks. The simple reply: “Well, you are a woman.” Carrie does not like the assumption that she would always want to help any woman, any time, with any grievance. She does not help and does not sound very warm when she tells me about the colleague.

Scene Two: Woody Allen is in bed with a woman. More intimacy seems imminent. Then more people appear—his parents on his side of the bed, her parents on her side of the bed. It is a visual enactment of a common therapeutic insight: when lovers come together, they bring with them all of their family history. So, too, that may partially explain why legal disputes between couples and families become so explosive. The conflicts are not merely between individual family members but in the inner worlds of family members.

The scenes illustrate several important points about identity and negotiation. First, there are two related but distinct aspects of identity. Identity includes the way others identify us (such as seeing us as a woman or as a woman’s advocate), and identity also includes how we see ourselves, including the competing claims on how we see ourselves. At one level, the Menkel-Meadow story tells us that the way others perceive our identity may matter. The Woody Allen scene tells us that how we perceive ourselves also matters.
Second, the two scenes exemplify the fixed and fluid understandings of identity. The faculty colleague sees a prominent scholar of dispute resolution, legal ethics, and other areas as a woman; the woman sees herself as more complex. So, too, the Woody Allen example offers a more complex picture: there are six competing identities (the two lovers and two parents for each). It also offers a richer possibility, too, of transforming and evolving identities. From the mix, a couple may form. (And, to go a step further, from their encounter, a new child might literally be born!)

At a third level, the scenes highlight how pervasively identity may matter. As with emotion, it is easy to see only intense versions—little seems more intense in our Western culture than sex. Carefully crafted studies of negotiation, however, show that those induced to be in a slightly better mood (by such things as exposure to a funny video or a mildly pleasant scent) perform better than other negotiators in otherwise identical situations.5

This chapter shows how even mild differences in beliefs, identities, and emotions matter. The most quantitative research deals with emotion, but it is suggestive of how other mild differences may matter as well. It is not merely in the emotionally extreme world of divorce negotiation that emotion matters. Carrie’s story shows that identity may affect much of our everyday life. This may be easier for those outsiders in some sense (by race, gender, sexual orientation, and so on) to appreciate than others. (And some of us privileged in much of our daily lives may find ourselves feeling like outsiders when we negotiate with unfamiliar groups, or in unfamiliar places, or both.) When we fit in completely, our own identity may be invisible, much as we think of some food as “ethnic” because it is different from our familiar food, though we can see that even something as “all-American” as roast beef has its own ethnic roots.6 In part because different readers themselves experience identity differently, some of the examples that follow may provoke “aha” reactions in some while others may conclude that “identity” is not explaining anything more than individual differences or individual context.

For both emotion and identity, seeing how even mild versions matter is crucial: it is far easier to imagine actually managing mild versions of either than something deeply rooted. As with so many tasks, various outsiders in various times may find shifting how others identify them as relatively hard. A New Yorker in California may ease rapport by dressing differently, but many African Americans believe their skin color marks the way others see them.

Examples may yoke theory to practice for some while others may still dismiss identity as mere politics and rhetoric. The following section of this chapter situates identity, beliefs, and emotion in the worlds of both critical theory and social science. It presents evidence both that identity may matter and that identity may not be fixed. The chapter then examines how identity and beliefs may affect negotiation in more particular ways. It concludes by addressing the
question of how we may better manage the complex relationship between beliefs, emotion, and identity. Those who find little value in reading about problems that remain insoluble might start with the final section, which introduces several techniques for better managing beliefs, emotion, and identity.

MANY FLOURS, MANY BREADS: THE COMPETING SOURCES OF IDENTITY AND BELIEF

Many people see identities as fixed. Both popular and academic negotiation trainings use tests designed to identify individuals with certain negotiation “types.” Sometimes this involves identifying others with a particular set of identities and beliefs. For example, one seminar claimed that people’s body types matched their personalities and negotiation styles. Others promise insight into oneself. Participants answer questions for a few minutes, and the test returns a label of one’s negotiation “personality” as if it were his or her single identity. The widely used Thomas-Kilmann conflict styles inventory is one such test. Often, these tests box people in. One otherwise great book on negotiation puts it simply, quoting a Danish proverb that you must bake with the flour you have.

This emphasis on fixed identities runs counter to research from several disciplines, including critical theories such as postmodernism and the social sciences of psychology and economics. It is worth exploring these several methods since some may place greater faith in one method than in another. Also, many may find it more persuasive when several methods point in the same direction—what the philosopher Rawls called an “overlapping consensus.”

Adherents of postmodernism might challenge the metaphor of baking a bread with a single “flour.” Many speak of postmodern conditions in which people interact with more cultures and have more opportunities to develop different and diverse ideas. This means people may collaborate, problem solve, and resolve conflict in different ways. People may behave one way when they interact in a small legal community, for example, and may behave in other ways in different conditions. People who are relatively cooperative in one-on-one interactions may find themselves more self-confident and more willing to explore collaborative options—or even competitive strategies—in an online environment. So, too, the relative masking of identity by technology may short-circuit the way negotiators might otherwise label each other.

Though postmodern critical theories sound very different, some economic and business perspectives make similar points about the fluidity of identity. Max Bazerman of Harvard Business School, and a contributor to this volume, emphasizes how individuals may sometimes have to negotiate with different versions of themselves at any given point. Others emphasize change over time. Richard
Posner, one of the foremost scholars in the field of law and economics and a prominent federal appeals court judge, emphasizes the problem of future selves: the Richard Posner today may not make the best decisions for the Richard Posner tomorrow because that Richard Posner may have evolved in some way.13

Psychological research also complicates the way we identify both ourselves and others. Take competition and cooperation, for example. Where Thomas-Kilmann and other personality tests might divide people into competitors, accommodators, and so on, modern psychology suggests circumstances will bring out different aspects of the same person. One study shows that people given positive feedback on a brief test feel slightly happier and behave more cooperatively than an identical group of people given negative feedback.14 Indeed, psychologists call the tendency to think others act as they do because of personality—as opposed to different contexts—the **ultimate** attribution error.15 This insight is not merely Western. Buddhist psychology teaches that there is no fixed personality but rather ever-changing beliefs and feelings sometimes called mind-states.16

Although psychological research undermines the traditional tendency to identify ourselves with fixed personality types, it also recognizes how very readily we get stuck in the way we view those unlike ourselves in some way. It is relatively easy to see subtleties in ourselves, such as explaining why we may have acted “out of anger” or otherwise not “been ourselves.” When we see negative behavior in others, it’s more likely we will identify that as some pervasive trait. However well-intentioned, simple-minded trainings about “diversity” or “cultural competence” may inadvertently reinforce stereotypes.17 This can include stereotypes of how “they” “always” negotiate. Psychologists do not treat the tendency to overgeneralize about others as some idiosyncratic fault of any of us. Rather, any given set of “us” tends to see any given set of “them” as having more in common with each other than they actually have. Psychologists call this the “outgroup homogeneity effect.”18 If we are American, we know there are many Americans and many negotiation styles, from the used car dealer to the obsequious custom tailor, but we may too quickly accept descriptions of “the” Japanese (or Latin, or European, and so on) negotiation style.

As with many general tendencies, of course, some of us may fall into such generalizing patterns more readily, more often, or more deeply. Academic psychologists have developed sophisticated methods to test automatic and unconscious beliefs about others, such as how quickly we associate “white” with “good” and “black” with “bad.”19

To complicate matters further, psychological research recognizes how the way people identify each other may involve many different combinations. It would be easy for the woman academic whose colleague asks her to help “another woman” to conclude she was seen as “just another woman.” Pioneering research by Rosabeth Kanter on organizations, however, showed that people
may have several distinct categories in which to see different women, albeit all of them disempowering in some way. Women could be seen as nurturing “mothers,” as insensitive “iron maidens,” or as other stereotypes.\textsuperscript{20} Perhaps the faculty member in the earlier example thought that one woman would nurture another, or that one woman would avenge another. Other psychological research shows that similar distinct stereotypes may apply to older people.\textsuperscript{21} Susan Fiske, a leading scholar on the psychology of discrimination, concludes more generally that characteristics may combine in practically any way to create distinct “subtypes” of different individuals.\textsuperscript{22}

This psychological fluidity, as we will see in the final section, is not merely a problem. It is sometimes possible to create new ways for people to see themselves and others that promote cooperation, such as emphasizing certain common identities. This positive aspect of fluid identities is also recognized by some who speak of postmodern conditions.

**HOW IDENTITY AFFECTS NEGOTIATION**

Identity, beliefs, and emotion may affect negotiation in multiple ways. To begin with, there are the simple effects of how others identify us and how we perceive ourselves. In complicated ways, initial senses of identity may interact with emotion. As we see in this section, how we perceive ourselves may often intensify the negative role of identity, along with negative emotions. As the next section suggests, however, awareness of emotion also offers one path to shift from fixed identities to more fluid and functional identities.

**Negotiation and How Others Identify Us**

Simply put, research confirms what many minorities fear: various “outsiders,” such as women and African Americans, often get worse outcomes in negotiations. At least one careful meta-analysis of many studies involving women and male business students shows that women often get worse outcomes.\textsuperscript{23} Do such different outcomes also exist outside simulated negotiation in schools? Ayres found that some outsiders got worse deals from real car dealers as well. He sent out teams of car buyers to test this. They dressed the same; they followed similar bargaining strategies; they answered questions in similar ways. And they got different results. African American men got offers that left four times more profit to dealers than did white men; African American women also did worse. White women did not do worse in a statistically significant sense.\textsuperscript{24}

Looking at the pattern of offers and time spent with customers, Ayres argued that the different offers grew out of different beliefs. Salespeople acted as if they thought African American women simply did not like to bargain. When they negotiated with African American men, however, they spent plenty of time...
bargaining—just with much worse offers. It was as if salespeople took some pleasure in putting African American men in their place, according to Ayres.25

How these patterns play out in other negotiations is an important question for future research. In principle, many scholars associated with critical race theory, an important movement in law schools and other disciplines, see discrimination as “societal” and “structural,” so one would expect similar patterns of discrimination across society.26 Ayres’s other economic and empirical work has found different results in at least one area: African American men and women and Hispanic men received better jail bond rates than whites.27 Economic perspectives, such as Ayres’s, suggest that patterns of discrimination may vary according to such circumstances as different degrees of information that outsiders may have, as well as perceptions in different circumstances. Different outcomes in different circumstances also fit the psychological perspective on the way individuals may be seen in many subtypes.28 Seeing women through the mothering subtype perspective may hurt in job negotiations, in which employers may assume women will work less hard or simply accept less pay, but may actually help in other circumstances, such as child custody negotiations.

**How Conceptions of Self-Identity May Limit Us**

Apart from how others see us, how we see ourselves also affects negotiation. Sometimes we see ourselves as people who must bargain, sometimes we see ourselves as people who cannot bargain—or ought not. Recall the controversy over deploying American troops through Turkey to attack Iraq. When reports of a request for compensation arose, some Americans were offended that Turkish leaders would bargain over support. Different perspectives on identity might provide an explanation: some Americans might think it wrong to bargain over what might be seen as a moral issue, at least once some publicity arose. Alternatively, some Turks might have originally thought it necessary to bargain for a concession from the Americans rather than be seen as merely an extension of American will.

This same dynamic is one way to understand why individuals, too, may bargain when they do. Bazerman reveals how he and others may sometimes spend time bargaining excessively over an item as if their time had no value.29 This may seem irrational from an economic view. But an identity analysis suggests that an individual might bargain because he or she identifies as a negotiator and, at some level of consciousness, feels bound to negotiate whenever possible. Psychologists might see this as yet another example of the consistency principle—people may feel that they must be consistent with some identity.30

Identity may limit individuals from bargaining in other circumstances as well. Gerald Williams tells the story of an American looking in a shop in Italy.31 She liked an item, asked the price, and started to pay. The Italian would have none of it and showed her out. Williams explained this as a product of the shopkeeper’s
personal sense of insult that someone would not pay him the respect of bargaining. Notice as well that identity may have exacerbated the problem: seeing an American treating him in such a way may have exaggerated his fears of personal insult, an insult perceived as not just to himself but to those with whom he identified, be they Italians or shopkeepers or some other identity. Without blaming either the woman or the shopkeeper, we might see that the woman might have wanted to bargain too little and the shopkeeper too much.

Evidence suggests that many may bargain far less than the expected outcomes might justify. The title of one book suggests women often do worse because “women don’t ask.” When male graduate students get their first academic job, they ask for more (salary, support, and so on) than women often do. But research suggests that men may also negotiate too little in some circumstances. For example, large numbers of men also pass up parental leave policies that cover fathers, for various possible reasons discussed in the following paragraphs. In different contexts, then, different individuals and different groups may find themselves bargaining far more or far less than others might see as appropriate.

We may understand these dynamics in two very different ways. Economists might offer a rational explanation. Women settling for less salary and men turning down the opportunity to care for children may seem irrational if one focuses on the payoff of those individual decisions. Economists, however, might redirect our attention to the way both men and women may try to signal something about themselves. Men and women may turn down leave to “signal” that they are the kind of people who work harder (or, from another perspective, that they will not slack on the “mommy” or “daddy” tracks).

Feminists and other critical perspectives offer a rather different explanation that may be tied to identity. Men may turn down leave lest they be seen as what one state governor has called “girly-men.” In some sense, then, women’s sense of identity may enable them to take leave—or bargain for additional leave—when men’s might not. As in so many other fields, however, outsiders face “double-binds” that insiders do not. Many bosses may simply praise the man who turns down leave as a dedicated professional, but the woman who does the same may look like a “bad mother.” And if someone cannot be a good mother, then she may be seen as cold and unreasonable. Men who bargain over wages may seem “savvy,” but women may seem too pushy or domineering, too consistent with the iron maiden stereotype.

Sometimes the refusal to bargain, and the role of identity, may remain unconscious, and sometimes it may operate quite consciously. After University of Chicago Professor of Law Mary Anne Case read Ayres’s evidence of car-bargaining studies, she did not want to buy a car—even if she might compensate for the bias by adopting different tactics. (Ayres quoted one economist as suggesting women might get better deals by using feminine wiles.) African
American law professor Devon Carbado writes that he could avoid being trailed in record stores (as if he were shoplifting) if he were to hum opera—thereby invoking a status as a “good black.” This might seem easy enough, and yet Carbado and others associated with critical race theory rightly note how problematic it may feel to “work identity” in such ways. So, too, economist Ayres thinks it unfair to ask negotiators of some races or genders to adopt more cumbersome tactics to get better negotiation results. As he puts it, “It may be that black and female testers could also have received the price quoted to white males if they had executed twenty push-ups during the course of bargaining. If so, the fact that the white male testers did not have to execute the push-ups to receive the price would clearly constitute discrimination.”

Identity, Beliefs, and the Emotional Escalator

Ultimately, negotiations often play out through a network of interrelated identities, beliefs, and emotions. Your identity may entail certain beliefs (for example, people should not treat me differently because I am a woman/man). These beliefs may even include more elaborate scripts, sets of beliefs about how one should negotiate—such as the Italian shopkeeper’s. Often beliefs remain unconscious. They may remain what cognitive therapists call automatic thoughts. When another negotiator violates your beliefs, you may experience an emotion, such as anger. (Notice, as you read the shift from “one” to “you,” how your identity now may shift from academic researcher or trainer or negotiation student to the more personal experience of your own negotiations.) If we do not understand the relationship between identity, emotion, and beliefs, we get stuck in fixed senses of ourselves, of others, and of negotiations themselves. If we do understand this relationship, then we have multiple possibilities to improve negotiations.

Sometimes emotions from a negotiation introduce or exaggerate the role of identity. Your anger, and the behavior your anger generates, may bring out certain other emotions and behaviors in others. Peter Kramer, the celebrated author of *Listening to Prozac*, notes how such dynamics might play out in a therapist’s office: a somewhat shy patient sees a doctor; the doctor asks questions; the shy patient demurs; the doctor asks more; the patient may seem more reticent, or may get angry. In turn, the doctor suspects the patient may be paranoid and may treat him or her more aggressively, thereby making the patient still more defensive and guarded. Negotiations may follow parallel tracks: one woman may think it’s best to offer a single, fair price, but the male seller may think it’s natural for people to follow a more elaborate dance of offers and counteroffers. The dance becomes a brawl, the man feeling that the woman “doesn’t understand” the “give and take” or may be “stubborn.” The woman may think the man is trying to take advantage of her. Even if identity did not play any role to begin with, the intensity of emotion may lead one party to start seeing a “naive woman” and the other to see another “angry man.”
STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING IDENTITIES, BELIEFS, AND EMOTIONS

This complex network (beliefs, emotions, sensations, and behaviors) offers several possibilities for negotiators to better meet their goals. Just as the problem of identity might be seen from several perspectives (critical theory, psychology, economics) so, too, solutions come from many approaches. These include traditional cognitive strategies as well as less traditional strategies based on emotional awareness and management, including mindfulness and awareness of nonverbal expressions of emotion.

Traditional negotiation theory and training emphasize thinking differently, or what psychologists would call purely cognitive strategies. Years of negotiation training rest on ideas that insights will set us free: teach students to be aware of dysfunctional biases such as reactive devaluation, and students will shed the patterns. But research suggests mere awareness may not change the behavior. When negotiation students learn one lesson through a simulation, they often fail to apply the lesson in the next negotiation—unless the instructor makes the analogy quite explicit.

Sometimes individual negotiators may invoke more useful identities to help negotiations. Gilson and Mnookin, for example, suggest that parties might sometimes choose bargaining agents, such as particular lawyers, because they have a reputation for collaborative bargaining. So, too, individual negotiators might invoke a reputation for fairness, or a common membership in some trade, small professional group, or other community. In both ways, individuals may try to invoke one identity rather than other identities that might engender irrational competition or undermine collaborative solutions.

Sometimes cognitive strategies work better with third parties. Much research now makes clear that parties often discount the offers made by other parties. This is the much-studied phenomenon of reactive devaluation. We can also see this as identity and emotion at work: how seriously can we consider an offer from “them”? If you are like most people, you’ll value the same offer more if instead a “neutral” mediator suggests it. In other contexts, too, third parties such as mediators may help shape identities to achieve different results. Think again of the different outcomes men and women achieve in negotiation. When business school students were merely told that men and women negotiated differently, women did worse in the negotiations. However, when students were told that they were all successful and skilled business students, men and women negotiated more equally.

Applying this exact intervention may work with many groups of relatively equal parties but may pose problems in other contexts. For example, does it help
to tell an abused woman she can bargain well, when in fact she might be best advised to opt out of mediation?

In other ways, though, mediators may help mold the identity of parties. Many family mediators put pictures of children in the middle of the table to remind parties that they are not merely feuding ex-lovers with a tangled past but coparents with a common future. Other mediators work through community organizations that stress other identities, such as mediation provided by Orthodox Jewish organizations, Islamic mediation, and, more recently, mediation through gay and lesbian community centers. Some mainstream mediators stress ideas such as “cultural competence.” For some, that competence means sensitivity to things such as the way some Asian families may favor male over female children. The danger, of course, is that third parties may emphasize identities that promote one party over another, or one unrepresented person (a daughter) over another (a son). In today’s complex times, when parties may present themselves with many different potential identities—and when mediators may know of many other possibilities (for example, feminist perspectives for women from traditional cultures)—some mediators retreat to a kind of passive neutrality, merely mirroring what the parties say. This so-called neutrality, however, may simply have the effect of preserving older identities, or strengthening the more verbally insistent party.

Instead, active kinds of neutrality may put competing identities on more equal ground. Mediators may identify several ways similar parties may approach similar problems. This gives parties ideas and different kinds of identities to enable choices. The Asian mother who wants equal treatment for a daughter need not see herself as a “rebel” or “eccentric” but instead as a “feminist.” She does not stand alone against her community; she stands with a community of women.

EMERGING INTERVENTIONS: EMOTIONAL AWARENESS, MINDFULNESS, AND NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Given all the limits to purely cognitive interventions, you might consider other strategies. The more that we see that our identities, beliefs, and emotions are not fixed, the more we will want tools to make us aware of potential shifts. So, too, we will want some tools to try to induce shifts to more enabling identities, beliefs, and emotions.

Emotional Awareness and Simple Emotional Shifts

Consider again the importance of brief emotions. We already saw that very small effects, such as a pleasant sound, a funny video, or a pleasant scent, shift
our emotions enough to influence the way we negotiate. Other research also shows that brief changes affect how we categorize and blame others. In one recent study, when people were angry, they were more likely to blame those they had been trained to see as different.60 This difference could be far milder than the race and gender differences we usually think about. In one recent experiment, for example, participants took a brief test and were told they were either “overestimators” or “underestimators”—not based on the test, as it turns out, but just through random assignment.61 When some of the participants were induced to be angry, they were more likely to show signs of having unconscious negative stereotypes of the “other” kinds of estimators! Fear of exactly this reaction may partially explain why women and other outsiders may negotiate less: they may fear bargaining will trigger negative emotions in others, and the negative emotion may activate disabling stereotypes.

Given the importance of small emotional shifts, then, the simplest interventions to help with identity and beliefs would be to manage moods in ourselves and others. You might try a simple extension of the basic research: when negotiating or working with others, try to induce a more pleasant environment through sounds, smells, sights, and so on.

**Mindfulness**

If we could be more aware of the shifting emotions, beliefs, and identities in ourselves and others, such interventions might be more effective. Mindfulness practices may help us notice our own shifts, and may enhance our awareness of nonverbal expression of emotions in ourselves. It may also help us notice emotional shifts in others.

Briefly put, mindfulness involves awareness of moment-by-moment thoughts, physical sensations, emotions, and intentions. That awareness is in a particular way, moment-by-moment, fully accepting and free from judgment.62 In some sense, mindfulness is also an end goal, like a healthy heart or an appropriate weight. And like those other physical goals, different people may arrive at mindfulness in different ways, much as some people may diet (in any number of ways), others may exercise (also in any number of ways), and others may combine both. So, too, mindfulness might involve sitting and paying attention to passing thoughts, or walking and noticing physical sensations, or stretching in yoga poses and noticing physical and mental changes.

However developed, mindfulness works to manage identity and emotion in three complementary ways. Partly it is a cognitive tool. Mindfulness of our own thoughts lets us know when we are identifying with one or another of our various identities or ways of viewing the world. For example, someone might be aware of particular thoughts, such as thinking, “What would Donald Trump do?” or “What would Jesus do?” Mindfulness of the body also gives us a way of knowing when we are experiencing certain kinds of physical tension—this
may be a signal in turn that one is experiencing an emotion—possibly from a sense of identity violation or some belief. We may get angry at a car dealership and, as we reflect on the anger, discover an expectation that—despite so much of what we have heard and seen—somehow the negotiation should go faster, smoother.

Second, mindfulness gives us information on the exact kinds of changes in sounds, scents, food, and others that may affect our own mood. This is important information: studies rest on the generalizations that some changes make most people feel better, but not all. Certain sounds and smells that made most people feel a certain way in studies may not induce that effect in all of us. Mindfulness lets us discover our own individual triggers.

Third, mindfulness practices may themselves sometimes shift moods and identities. One tool for developing mindfulness is to meditate in particular ways, such as concentrating on one object (one’s breath or one’s footsteps). One expands to accepting awareness of thoughts, sensations, and so on once one has achieved a certain balance. Research shows such simple meditations have profound physical effects: eight weeks of regular meditation tend to shift brain patterns toward the left part of the brain, a region associated with more happiness and positive emotion. This shift lingers even when one is not actually meditating. Simply put, if you meditate, you may not even need to think to overcome the identity-belief-emotion network; you may simply feel happier and approach problems more flexibly. There is some evidence that you can get some of these automatic benefits from other kinds of meditation as well. Others suggest that mindfulness practices themselves tend to dissolve the identification with ourselves as separate and to promote a sense of connection with others. An important caveat: experienced meditation teachers caution that practices unfold in sometimes unpredictable cycles, so one may sometimes sit in meditation to return to the peace of some pleasant sitting only to discover that the current sitting is not as pleasant, or even unpleasant.

**Nonverbal Communication of Emotion in Ourselves and Others**

Training in nonverbal awareness of emotion offers another alternative. Paul Ekman’s pioneering work on nonverbal expression of emotion has shown that several distinct emotions all involve distinct physical sensations and facial expressions. When you feel contempt, for example, you will tend to smile with only one side of your face. When you are angry, you may feel physical sensations of warmth; your eyelids may draw down, but your eyes will remain open and glare. For those practicing mindfulness meditation, Ekman’s teachings provide tools to recognize emotions more quickly and precisely through physical sensations and, of course, a chance to test for yourself whether his research fits your experience.
Learning to see how the rapidly changing expressions of others reveal emotions can be a powerful tool. Over time, for example, one may learn to recognize the very quick facial changes that mark the very beginnings of emotions such as anger. Ongoing research suggests individual patterns differ in how quickly anger arises, but at least some individuals display anger briefly before it escalates fully.\textsuperscript{68} If you are mediating a dispute and notice some of the telltale signs of anger, this may be a time to take a break, rather than to press on. As an additional cross-cultural benefit, Ekman’s research over decades confirms that these same nonverbal markers reveal emotions not just in American or Western cultures but even in cultures as distant (from most readers of this book) as that of Papua New Guinea.\textsuperscript{69}

As with mindfulness, there is a caveat: Ekman often cautions that knowing that someone is experiencing an emotion does not tell us why. If someone you see as your opponent shows contempt with a half smile, it could be contempt for your offer or contempt for himself as he realizes how little he has prepared. But such cautions apply to all information: when someone says, “And that’s my final offer,” we know it very well might not be.

CONCLUSION: IDENTITY, BELIEFS, EMOTION, AND NEGOTIATOR COMPETENCE

Identity is not about political correctness. Identity, beliefs, and emotion work together to shape our thoughts and actions in negotiations—and our lives. Scientific research now confirms this. This remains particularly true for various outsiders who may face disadvantages in negotiation. It is also true in the many ways that even mild shifts in our identities, beliefs, and emotions may affect how we negotiate. This is both a peril and a potential: the identity-belief-emotion trio often readily shifts for ourselves, and (to some degree) for the way others perceive us. With such insight, we may work to avoid restricting identities, emotions, and beliefs and to develop instead enabling ones in ourselves and in others.
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